The simulation of large ensembles of particles is usually parallelized by partitioning the domain spatially and using message passing to communicate between the processes handling neighboring subdomains. The particles are represented as individual geometric objects and are assigned to the subdomains. Handling collisions and migrating particles between subdomains, as required for proper parallel execution, requires a complex communication protocol. Typically, the parallelization is restricted to handling only particles that are smaller than a subdomain. In many applications, however, particle sizes may vary drastically with some of them being larger than a subdomain. In this article we propose 
Introduction
Many applications in science and engineering require the simulation of a large number of interacting particles. This includes the simulation of macro molecules, powders, mills, silo discharges and more. Due to the insight computer simulations allow into these processes, numerous molecular dynamics frameworks as well as discrete element frameworks like CHARMM [1] , LAMMPS [2] , GRO-MACS [3] , NAMD [4] , LIGGGHTS [5] , ls1 mardyn [6] , PROJECTCHRONO [7] and waLBerla [8] have been developed. To simulate such a huge number of particles computations may require enormous compute power and memory capacity and can thus be only performed on parallel supercomputers. Here we focus on distributed memory systems that must be programmed with message passing using MPI [9] . To fit simulations to this kind of supercomputers the simulation domain is partitioned into subdomains. These subdomains including the associated particles are assigned to different processes which get mapped to the compute cores. Each of these processes is responsible for handling one or more subdomains. For optimal memory use and computational efficiency, each process stores only the information relevant to its own subdomains. This creates the need to exchange information between processes.
In this paper we will focus on rigid particles of finite size which interact via collisions. Note that particles are modeled geometrically, and thus a particle may overlap with two subdomains. In this case, both subdomains need information about this particle and this duplicate information must be kept synchronized. A well known approach is to use nearest-neighbor communication to exchange information between adjacent subdomains. However this approach has clear limitations. When particles are so large that they overlap with several non-neighboring subdomains, communication beyond just the nearest neighbors becomes necessary. The conventional parallelization methods do not support such constellations [10, 11, 12, 2] . Advanced communication methods improve the communication volume but are also not capable of exchanging information past the next neighbor [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 8] .
However, this scenario can occur in many practical situations, as e.g. in the simulation of sediments, where the particle size distribution can be assumed to follow a lognormal distribution [20] . Thus a typical simulation will be characterized by many small particles as well as few very large particles. For a fast simulation using a large number of CPUs is desirable and thus the simulation domain will have to be partitioned into many small subdomains. This can easily lead to the case where large particles span multiple subdomains. Such cases cannot be handled correctly by nearest neighbor communication alone, or only at increased cost, when the domain partitioning is modified such that even the largest particles are always contained in the union of only nearest neighbor subdomains. This in turn can lead to an unfavorable load balancing or even to a situation where subdomains become so large that they exceed the memory capacity of a single processor.
A similar problem occurs in coupled simulations when e.g. suspensions are simulated with the particles embedded in a fluid [21, 22] . Then two simulation algorithms, one for particles and one for fluid dynamics, must be co-partitioned and co-scheduled. For efficiency, both methods must use a common domain partitioning. A reasonable load distribution for the flow solver as well as a good load balance for the rigid body dynamics may be impossible to achieve if the size of the largest particle determines a lower bound for the subdomain size.
Finally, also dynamic domain partitioning and refinement algorithms might pose problems. They may induce additional limitations on the domain partitioning as described e.g. in [23] and may lead to equivalent problems as discussed above. In such a constellation with a nonuniform mesh, large moving particles would pose limitations on refinement structure and would limit the flexibility to perform adaptive mesh refinement.
From these examples we conclude that there is significant interest to extend the current nearest-neighbor communication and synchronization algorithm. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give an introduction to rigid body dynamics simulations detailing the different components needed. We then continue in section 3 with the description of our implementation. We will discuss in detail the common next neighbor synchronization (section 3.2) and our newly developed shadow owner synchronization (section 3.3). In section 4 we discuss the scalability of both algorithms for up to almost 2 million processes as well as the range of scenarios where they can 1 walberla.net 2 www.fz-juelich.de/ias/jsc/EN/Expertise/High-Q-Club/waLBerla/_node.html 3 www.fz-juelich.de/ias/jsc/EN/Expertise/High-Q-Club/pe/_node.html be applied. We then conclude with a summary in section 5.
Rigid Body Dynamics Simulations
In contrast to molecular dynamics, rigid body dynamics models particles with an actual spatial extent. Interaction between particles takes place when two particles are geometrically in contact with each other. Such collisions must be resolved by suitable models. Since the interaction through collisions is essentially short ranged, many ideas from molecular dynamics for short range potentials can be applied.
The general time step of a parallel rigid body dynamics simulation consists of three parts which are executed in a loop. At first the collision detection checks which particles are in contact. This is a two step process. First the number of possible contact pairs is reduced. Checking all possible pairs results in a runtime complexity of O n 2 with n being equal to the number of particles which has to be avoided to achieve good performance. Therefore more advanced algorithms like verlet neighbor lists [25] , cell linked lists [26, 27] or hierarchical hash grids [28, 29] are used to reduce the complexity to O (n). In the second step all candidate pairs identified in the first step are checked for collision using their actual geometry. In the non spherical case an additional selection step can be introduced in between to avoid costly complex collision functions. Commonly axis aligned bounding box (AABB) checks are used for this [30, 31] .
Detected contacts are then passed on to the collision resolution. Well known algorithms for this stage are soft contact models [32, 33] as well as hard contact models [34, 35, 36] . This stage is also responsible for performing the time integration. For distributed memory parallel simulations an additional synchronization step is required. Here information must be redistributed such that the data structures are consistent and that every process has all the information it needs to perform the next iteration. The details of this synchronization step depend heavily on the parallelization strategy used. In this paper we focus on the spatial subdivision approach [2, 37] . show the information as seen by the two different processes. The shadow particle is necessary so that process 1 can detect the collision that occurs inside its domain with a particle that it does not own.
The simulation domain is partitioned into nonoverlapping subdomains and each subdomain is assigned to a processor so that each processor may handle one or several subdomains. This allows the distribution of workload as well as the distribution of data. Each particle is only stored in the subdomain in which its center of mass lies. The location of the particle defines which subdomain and thus which processor owns the particle. In addition to these master particles, we will employ shadow particles to facilitate distributed memory processing.
The need for shadow particles is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing the situation at the interface between two subdomains that belong to different processes. In order to detect the collision between the two particles one of the two processes must have information about both particles. To this end, the natural choice is to store additional information in each process about particles which overlap the subdomain. This information is organized as shadow particles which mirror master particles that are owned by different subdomains. A shadow particle must be created when a particle overlaps a subdomain that is not its owning subdomain. The shadow particle is visualized by a dashed contour in Fig. 1 .
Note that using the shadow particle it is now possible for process 1 to detect the collision and compute a collision response. In the following section we will discuss in detail two alternative synchronization algorithms to manage the shadow particles.
Parallelization using the waLBerla Framework
waLBerla is a software framework that provides functionality for domain partitioning using cuboidal subdomains that are organized in a forest of octrees [38, 23] . Excellent scalability and efficiency is achieved since all data structures are stored in a fully distributed manner avoiding storing any global information.
In particular each process has only information about its own subdomains and its directly adjacent neighbors. This includes particle data and domain partitioning information.
General Requirements for Synchronization Algorithms
The two synchronization methods discussed in this paper are independent of the contact model. As long as the interaction is short ranged they can be used for both molecular dynamics as well as rigid body dynamics. Short ranged in this context means that particles only interact with each other when they are closer than a certain threshold. This threshold has to be much smaller then the domain size. In this paper we focus on rigid body dynamics using a non smooth granular dynamics model [8] . For both algorithms we rely on the assumption that particles do not move farther than half the diameter of the smallest particle within one time step. Since the physical accuracy of the simulation would decrease for even lower velocities this is no constraint.
When particles are generated, the respective memory is allocated in the subdomain where their center of mass lies. The synchronization algorithm must then create and update shadow particles whenever they are needed on other processes. Shadow particles hold passive information that can be read by the algorithms, but not modified. In particular, all geometric transformations, such as translations and rotations that occur due to time integration are executed only on the master particle and are subsequently synchronized to all shadow particles. The synchronization is also responsible for deleting shadow particles when they are not necessary anymore. For all these tasks, the synchronization algorithm maintains a list of shadow particles for every master particle on the process of the master particle. Additionally a reference back from every shadow particle to its corresponding master particle is stored on the process of every shadow particle. This data structure enables to efficiently update shadow particles and to collect and aggregate interactions. Since it is sometimes unavoidable to set forces and torques on shadow particles -either due to user interaction or due to collisions -these contributions are cached and collected on the master particle during the collision resolution phase. The reduction algorithm used for this can also rely on the references maintained by the synchronization algorithm.
The different types of information are communicated with a special messaging protocol. Each message consists of an identifier and message specific data.
Both the identifier as well as the data are packed at the sender side and are unpacked to be processed at the receiver side. To optimize communication time, messages sent to the same destination process are first collected and sent in one block. This message aggregation helps to reduce the impact of latency involved in every communication. A more detailed description of this optimized message protocol can be found in [17] .
In summary, synchronization algorithms must fulfill three tasks:
• create and delete shadow particles
• update shadow particles when master particle is modified
• maintain references between corresponding master and shadow particles Two additional requirements must be met to achieve good scaling results:
• use only local and next neighbor information
• reduce non next neighbor communication to a minimum
We will refer to these requirements as simulation requirements and scaling requirements. In the following two sections a basic synchronization algorithm as well as our extension will be discussed.
Next Neighbor Synchronization
For the basic next neighbor synchronization (NNS) one assumption has to be made. The radius of the largest particle, i.e. the maximal distance between the center of mass and the confining hull, has to be smaller than the smallest edge length of the subdomains. If this is true one can achieve all three tasks within one communication step by only using next neighbor communication. This communication pattern is for example described in [12] .It is very well suited for highly parallel computations and exhibits perfect weak and strong scaling [24] .
We will now describe the algorithm in detail. A pseudocode version is shown in Algorithm 1. Since only next neighbors are involved every aspect can be controlled by the owner. Therefore every subdomain processes only its master particles. Everything related to shadow particles must be communicated to the corresponding process. This involves sending a message. The algorithm can be divided into two steps. In the first step, for all master particles that overlap a neighboring subdomain which does not have a shadow particle, one is created.
If there is already a shadow particle all its properties get updated with the values from the master particle. These two cases are treated separately since updating involves less data to be sent in comparison to a full copy. If there is no overlap but a shadow particle exists then it gets deleted. In all these operations the references between the master and shadow particles are updated to remain consistent.
In the second step for all master particles it is checked whether their center of mass still lies within the owning subdomain. If it has left its subdomain, the new owner is determined. The new owner will subsequently promote its shadow particle to a master particle and all other shadow copies get notified about the new owner. If no owner is found -this means that the particle has left the simulation domain -it gets deleted. Since there is no dependency between the messages within this algorithm, they can be aggregated and sent in a block at the end of the routine.
A significant drawback of this algorithm is that if the initial assumption about the maximal particle size does not hold, the synchronization method for all master particles do 3: if overlaps neighboring domain then step 1
4:
if neighbor is registered as shadow owner then 5: update properties of the corresponding shadow particle 6:
create new shadow particle 8: register new shadow owner
end if 10:
if neighbor is registered as shadow owner then 12: remove shadow particle 13: deregister shadow owner 14: end if 15: end if 16: if particle left own subdomain then step 2
17:
find new owner 18: if new owner found then 19: transfer ownership 20: update owner of all shadow particles 21: else 22: remove particle and all its shadow particles 23: end if 24: end if 25: end for 26: send&receive messages all messages are aggregated till this point cannot be used (see Fig. 2 ). Since it only involves next neighbor communication subdomains farther away will not be updated. This would eventually result in undetected collisions and wrong simulations. A correct simulation would require sufficiently large subdomains. However the subdomain size might be restricted by coupled algorithms or load balancing algorithms like described in the introduction. An alternate synchronization method is needed to tackle that case. In the next section we describe our new approach which does not depend on the next neighbor assumption.
Shadow Owner Synchronization
When particles do not satisfy the next neighbor assumption, one option is to handle them globally. This means that every process holds a copy of these for all master particles do 3: update properties of all shadow particles 4: if particle left own subdomain then 5: find new owner 6: if new owner found then 7: transfer ownership
update owner of all shadow particles 9: else 10: remove particle and all its shadow particles
11:
end if 12: end if 13: end for 14: send&receive messages all messages are aggregated till this point 15: for all particles do 16: if overlaps neighboring domain then 17: if neighbor is not owner and not cached then 18: create new shadow particle 19: register new shadow owner 20: flag neighbor 21: end if 22: end if 23: if particle is a shadow particle and no longer touching the current subdomain then 24: delete particle 25: notify neighbors and owner 26: end if 27: end for 28: send&receive messages all messages are aggregated till this point Note that information is propagated by each subdomain based only on its local view of its neighborhood. Therefore the situation may arise that one subdomain receives the same information twice from different senders. However, in all cases one is the exact duplicate of the other and one is discarded.
When a large particle that covers more than one subdomain is initialized, more synchronization calls are required to create all shadow particles. In every synchronization call new shadow particles can be created in neighboring subdomains of existing shadow particles. Therefore the exact number of synchronizations calls is dependent on the size of the particle. Once all initial references between master and shadow particles have been created one synchronization call per time step is sufficient to keep all references up to date. In the following we will refer to this new algorithm as shadow owner synchronization
(SOS).
A pseudo code with the details of the SOS can be found in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm can be decomposed into two parts. The first part starts with updating all shadow particles with values from the master particle. In its basic form this algorithm will produce unnecessary communications.
Since shadow copies do not have any information about the other shadow copies their subdomains will attempt to generate new shadow copies at adjacent sub- 
Performance Results
In this section the scalability of both synchronization algorithms is evaluated and the advantages as well as disadvantages of our approach are discussed.
All performance measurements are conducted on the Juqueen supercomputer located at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) [39] . This is a IBM Blue- showed that making full use of the multithreading capabilities yields the best performance [24] . For full-machine jobs this sums up to 1,835,008 processes.
Each node also offers 16 GB of RAM. The nodes are connected via a 5D torus network.
Weak and Strong Scalability
To demonstrate the scalability of these algorithms we perform weak-and strong-scaling experiments. In weak-scaling experiments the number of processes is increased together with the problem size. For perfect weak-scaling we expect the time to solution to stay constant. The performance unit PUpCS will reflect that by also staying constant since the increase in the number of particles will cancel out with the increase in the number of cores. Let t p be the time to solution for p processes. For weak-scaling experiments the parallel efficiency is then defined to be e p,ws = t 1 t p .
For strong-scaling experiments the number of cores is increased but the problem size stays the same. In this case, ideally, the computation time should decrease by the same amount as the computation power is increased. Again this will have no effect on the PUpCS measure since both contributions will cancel out each other. With the same definition of t p as before the parallel efficiency for strong-scaling is defined to be:
More in-depth information about performance measurements in general can be found in [42] .
Scalability in Different Scenarios
The simulation loop of a parallel rigid particle simulation can be divided into two phases: synchronization/communication and collision detection/resolution. Each illustration depicts a building block which is repeated periodically at its boundaries.
Periodic boundaries are marked as dashed lines.
The computation time spent in the collision detection/resolution phase heavily depends on the number of collisions which occur per time step. For a homogeneous scenario this corresponds to the particle density. To study the performance of the algorithms for a broad range of applications, we will investigate two different scenarios. One scenario is sparse with a low particle density where we expect that the synchronization and communication dominate the overall performance. In a second scenario we explore a dense setup where more compute time is spent in the collision detection and resolution. An exemplary distribution of runtime for two specific scenarios can be found in Fig. 4 . An additional third scenario with large particles is evaluated to demonstrate the features of our new synchronization algorithm. The values describing the scenarios in the upcoming paragraphs are given in dimensionless units. All scenarios kept simple to minimize the influence of other factors on our performance measurements.
Sparse Scenario
The sparse scenario is a granular gas confined in a static box. The granular gas consists of spherical particles. All particles are initialized on a rectangular grid (sc [43] ) and have the same radius but a random initial velocity. The particle density is low enough for the particles to travel longer distances and to cross subdomain boundaries. Fig. 3 a) shows a simplified illustration of this scenario. For the weak-scaling experiment a subdomain of size 20 × 20 × 20
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Step Synchronization row is a sparse granular gas scenario, the second row is a dense scenario and the last row is a bidisperse scenario which cannot be simulated with the traditional next neighbor approach.
All scaling runs were conducted with both synchronization methods when possible. On the y-axis the achieved kilo particle updates per core second (see Sec. 1) are shown.
containing 8000 particles of radius 1 is assigned to every process. In our largest weak-scaling experiments we simulate 1.5 · 10 10 master particles and 1.8 · 10 In this scenario both synchronization methods exclusively use next neighbor communication. Therefore we expect both algorithms to scale equally well. whereas the NNS needs only one. Therefore a slightly lower performance of the SOS as compared to the NNS is expected and is unavoidable.
Dense Scenario
The dense scenario consists of a periodic simulation domain confined in the z direction by solid walls. It is filled with spherical particles arranged on a hexagonal close packing (hcp [43] ) lattice. The radius of the spheres is chosen such that the spheres touch their neighbors. Additionally a rotated gravitational force is applied such that the containing wall represents a ramp with 30°inclination. All spheres have an initial velocity down the ramp. This scenario is illustrated in Compared to the sparse scenario this is significantly less. Since the computation time of the simulation is directly related to the number of collisions, each particle requires more computation time in the dense scenario. Therefore particle independent effects like latency and maintenance start to dominate at fewer particles leading to a better overall strong scaling. Looking at the absolute performance difference between the two algorithms we can conclude that for dense particle ensembles the improved functionality of SOS induces only insignificant extra costs.
Large Particle Scenario
Since the SOS was specifically developed to tackle problems with large particles one scenario of this category is also evaluated. NNS cannot be applied here therefore only the SOS is studied. For a bidisperse scenario with spherical particles of two radii is chosen. The smaller particle always has radius 1 whereas the larger particle has a radius of 30 in the weak-scaling experiment and 15 in the strong-scaling experiment. A simulation area of 80 × 80 × 80 is used as a building block. The complete simulation domain is then constructed by placing these building blocks adjacent to each other. The building block is depicted in Fig. 3 c) . It is partitioned into 4 × 4 × 4 subdomains resulting in subdomains with an edge length of 20. Each subdomain is assigned to exactly one process.
In the center of this building block a large spherical particle is introduced. The rest of the simulation area is filled with small particles arranged on a simple cubic lattice. All particles are given a random initial velocity.
For this scenario the results for weak-and strong-scaling can be found in Note that the absolute PUpCS depend on the number of collisions per particle. Since the time needed for collision resolution is directly related to the number of collisions a dense scenario will always achieve less PUpCS than a sparse scenario. This can also be seen in Fig. 5 .
Direct Comparison of both Algorithms
In this section we evaluate the parallel performance for different particle size ratios. This demonstrates the extended functionality of SOS and at the same the PUpCS of NNS. However SOS can be applied to a wider range of scenarios. This can be seen by the fact that for SOS all data points are available whereas the graphs for NNS stop when it is impossible to simulate the next particle radius. The overall performance decreases moderately when the radius of the large particle increases. A large particle radius leads to an increased amount of communication as it overlaps more subdomains. Note also that processes whose subdomains are completely covered by a large particle will be idle which further decreases the performance. This effect could be overcome by sophisticated load balancing algorithms which however are outside the scope of this paper. The performance also drops if we progress to a finer domain subdivision. For a subdomain edge length of 20 roughly 8000 particles are located in each subdomain.
If we use a partitioning with a subdomain edge length of 10 only 1000 particles remain per subdomain. When the workload per process is so small, a further loss in efficiency is unavoidable (compare Fig. 5b) ).
We repeat the measurements with a denser setup. For that the small spher- ical particles are arranged on a hexagonal close packing lattice with spacing 1 and a radius of 0.4. This setup consists of slightly more particles and also the number of collisions is higher due to the dense packing. Fig. 8 shows the performance data for this setup. As anticipated form the previous scaling experiments both synchronization methods yield almost the same PUpCS. The SOS achieves roughly 90 % of the PUpCS of NNS. And also the general trend is the same as for the sparse setup due to the same reasons.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a solution to resolve a limitation of the NNS algorithm used in rigid body dynamics. The NNS only exchanges information with next neighbors. Therefore no particle is allowed to extend into subdomains past direct adjacent ones. We have proposed a new synchronization algorithm which uses a minimal amount of point-to-point communications to exchange the needed information even with subdomains which are not adjacent. New shadow particles are created with a diffusive approach. Careful bookkeeping and caching are applied to efficiently implement this algorithm. We then have shown that this algorithm scales as well as the NNS in various scenarios up to 1,835,008 processes on the Juqueen supercomputer. We have also shown that for dense scenarios the NNS method can be replaced by our newly proposed SOS with only a moderate performance penalty. Eventually we have applied our new method to scenarios which previously could not have been simulated and showed a broader range of simulations which are now possible. Further improvements could be gained by introducing advanced load balancing techniques reducing the number of of idling processes in scenarios with large particles. Since the synchronization protocol is independent of the contact model both the NNS as well as our new SOS can be used in conjunction with various interaction solvers. This enables our synchronization method to be easily adapted to for example molecular dynamics.
